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A. Introduction

Timing in the brain
Time is a fundamental aspect of brain function.
But no dedicated sensory apparatus for encoding time.

Natural stimuli like speech and music contain rich temporal structure.

Listening to rhythms with a strong beat synchronizes our movements.

Oscillatory signals support distinct brain functions and coordinate information transfer
underlying various perceptual, cognitive and sensorimotor tasks.

How do oscillatory signals particularly in the beta range (12-30 Hz) influence perception
and estimation of temporally structured events?

Beta activity
Beta linked to the motor system, involved in overt movement and motor imagery. Beta
power decreases before and during movement followed by a rebound.

Beta activity in motor areas is related to the maintenance of the current state of the
network as well as the expectancy of forthcoming events (Engel & Fries, 2010).

Beta mediates long-distance cortical coupling (Kopell et al., 2000)

Nested coupling between beta & gamma or delta & beta oscillations may facilitate
cross-modal interaction between sensory channels that process information on different
time scales.

What is the precise role of beta oscillations in non-motor circuits underlying cognitive
functions like timing and beat perception?

B. Role of beta oscillations in timing
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Figure 2. Latency of stimulus-related beta desynchronization. A, Schema for measuring the peak latency and the latencies of the
midpoints of falling and rising slopes. B, Group mean latencies and their 95% confidence limits indicated by the length of
the horizontal bars.
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B1. Modulation of beta oscillations by temporal context
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Figure 3. Time series of the principal components of event-related modulation of beta oscillations. A spatiotemporal principal component analysis decomposed the source data of beta signal
change into a set of PCs, consisting of a brain map and associated time series. The time series of the first PC (i.e., the largest) are shown in this figure. A–D, Overlay of the time series of the first PC
for all individuals at 390 ms stimulus onset asynchrony (SOA) (bottom) and the first PC of the grand averaged data (top) (A); 585 ms SOA (B); 780 ms SOA (C); and randomized stimulus
presentation
(D).
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4. Brain maps associated to the time series of the first PC of the beta amplitude shown in Figure 3 indicate the areas in which beta activity was modulated by the auditory stimuli. A–D,
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NI coordinates for relative, beat-based timing
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B3. Delta-beta coupling in timing
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Accuracy effects on delta (1–3 Hz) phase, beta (18–22 Hz) power and delta–beta cross-frequency coupling. (A) Phase distribution difference (Wat
) at the topographical level between correct and incorrect trials in delta (1–3 Hz) band. Thick black dots highlight the cluster of auditory sensors that re
threshold and survived correction for multiple comparisons. The following analyses of delta phase are computed on the circular average of phase sign
selection. Two other sensor clusters lying over anterior auditory sensors and motor sensors showed signiﬁcant (P < 0.05, uncorrected) phase dist
rrect and incorrect trials. (B) Left, distribution of delta-phase angles across trials in the time window of interest. Phase-angle distributions signiﬁcan
e) and incorrect (red) trials (Watson–Williams test; P < 10−5), mean angles being practically in opposite phase. Right, phase histogram showing the
se bin (phase distribution equally spaced in 9 phase-bins) for correct (blue) and incorrect (red) trials. (C) Accuracy effect on beta-band (18–22 Hz)
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C. Discussion

Summary
Beta activity is strongly associated with encoding of time intervals in isochronous
sequences during both passive listening, imagery and active timing tasks.
Induced beta activity decreases (desynchronization) after stimulus onset and then
increases (rebound) and peaks at the time of onset of the next sound event.
Beta activity is a marker of both endogenous (top-down) as well as exogenous
(bottom-up) processes underlying timing.
Sources of beta activity are widespread and include the auditory cortex as well as
coupled sensorimotor networks.
Delta phase-beta amplitude coupling reflects performance in a timing task, and could
used for accurate sensory selection in time.
Signatures of beta activity in isochronous sequences are disrupted in irregular sound
sequences.

Open questions
Causal architecture of beta-band networks during timing - i.e. what is the source of
beta activity (cf. Sherman et al., 2016 PNAS)?
What is the nature of functional connectivity between auditory and motor cortices
during timing?

Why is beta activity prominent only during regular sound sequences? How robust is
the beta response to temporal irregularities in the stimulus?

Are the beta sources underlying timing distinct for regular vs. irregular rhythms?

Does beta activity represent “when” or “what” information about an event?

What is the role of other oscillatory signals and their interaction with beta activity
during timing?

Testable hypotheses
H0: Induced beta activity in auditory cortex is modulated by temporal irregularity.
Use sound sequences with parametric levels of temporal jitter.
Examine whether induced beta power and delta-phase & beta-amplitude coupling are
modulated parametrically as a function of the amount of temporal jitter.

H0: Beta activity in the auditory cortex encodes maximum timing information.
Use a classifier approach to examine whether activity (beta/gamma) in auditory cortex,
motor cortex, SMA, cerebellum can decode stimulus features like regularity or rate.
Classification accuracy should be higher for trained musicians vs. non-musicians.

H0: Beta activity represents both temporal (when) and categorical (what) information.
Use a balanced factorial design with orthogonal temporal and categorical factors to
examine whether induced beta activity represents when / what information.
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